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Figure 1 

Five-Step Gameplay Procedure 
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1. Engage with

Music Game
2. Echolallc response 

with Song 
3. Fill-In word 

Song to Speech 
4. Word with Image 

Speech 
5. Generallutlon 

Maintenance 

3. The next game stage prompts the child to fill in the

missing last word, first in song, then in natura I

speech.

4. The final game stage displays the target word image

and prompts the child to produce the target word

without a model.

5. The parent brings the online game experience into

the real world of the child by incorporating the

lyrics and target words throughout the day and

reinforcing this activity with other family members

and environments such as school, while therapists

monitor the child's progress through an online

reporting system incorporated in the program.

Training Materials and Supports 

The SS4Kids parent training materials include three 

short videos {i.e., Let's Get Started I, How to Play the 

Game, Progress Tracking Options), which can be viewed 

online. A Community of Practice private Facebook 

group brings together parents using SS4Kids to provide 

support from peers and advice from professionals. The 

following demo video (Figure 2) gives an overview of 

the application of the online program Sing and Speak 4 

Kids. 

With parental feedback, the training procedure and 

materials are updated regularly. In the near future, a 

User Generated Song platform will allow users to add 

their own words into song templates to customize each 

child's vocabulary-building and social communication. 

Other potential features may include videos of real 

sessions, scenario options of different children and 

situations, training calendars with auto-reminders, and 

reward badges. 

Figure 2 

Demo Video Sing and Speak 4 Kids. 

a HTTPS://YOUTU.BENEAWTAMUXRW 

Les.sons Learned 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, SS4Kids became an 

online resource for parents and professionals to 

continue services for children with language delays. 

Parental training was crucial for the success of the 

program. Offering training through telepractice during a 

time when families have many stressors in their lives 

has its own challenges. The following points are lessons 

learned for future implementation of parental training 

of the online music-based program: 
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